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Condoms to go on sale at UCF by Feb. 12
Movement to get prophylactics onto the campus
began
in October of 1987 when Victor M. Collazo,
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
assistant director of the Student Center, made a
For the first time, condoms will be sold on the UCF formal request to the President's Advisory Staff. The
campus.Between Feb. 5 ·a nd Feb. 12, Wometco will Staff refused, saying "it was not appropriate at that
install condom vending machines in the bathrooms of time."
In September-October of 1988, the Advisory Staff
the Wild Pizza.
According to James Rawnsley, general manager of received another request. Collazo received a memo in
Wometco, each condom will be sold for 50 cents and January that condoms would be sold on campus.
Collazo said The Wild Pizza was designated as the
there will be a variety available. The machines will be
white and have no advertisement other than the spot because "that's where the action is ... and we have
word condom on the front. All profits from the sales that responsibility to help students protect themwill go to a special concession fund to help AIDS selves."
Student Government Senator David Mann said if
education on campus.

by Dan Horowitz

the issue came to a vote in the Senate, he felt it would
pass. Neither he nor Senator Scott Jenkins felt that
there was anything wrong with having the contraceptives on campus.
"The [students] I've talked to are for it. I haven't
talked to any students whp were vehemently against
it," said Jenkins.
The Senators made it clear they felt that Student
Government was promoting safe and responsible sex.
Jenkins said that he had hopes to get a machine in an
area that stays open all night, such as The Commons.
Collazo felt that the subject would initially lead to
a lot ofjoking. "It's going to be very interesting... we're
going to see a lot of water balloons," he said.

Officials spar over
Student Union site
vors a second site farther
north than the first. He
wants the first site to be
Plans for Phase One of kept as a "central refuge."
the proposed Student Union
According to Stutler,
remain on schedule despite building the Union on the
a disagreement over where secondsite would place it too
to locate the facility.
far away from the rest of the
Student Body President campus.
Denver Stutler, who favors
Facilities
Planning
locating the Union in the Commission Director Jerry
center of the campus just Osterhaus also favors the
northeast of the University first site. He agrees that
Bookstore, believes placing putting the Union in a cenit there would make a tral location "relates to the
"statement that [the Union] overall campus environ~
is student-oriented." PresiSEE UNION PAGE 7
dent Trevor Colbourn faby Julie Bade
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MISTAKEN IDENTITY
Carlos Diez, UCF freshman, emerged from Barnett Bank only to be surprised by a couple of Orange
County Sheriff's Deputies. The manager of the bank mistook Diez for a bank robber suspect and
tripped the alarm. Diez had to prove his true identity before he was able to leave.

Student Body President Denver Stutler
wants the Student
Union 'building built in
Pegasus Circle, the
center of campus.

Eubanks: Just not enough hours
return to a "normal life."
Eubanks said he has many opt ions. Returning to the classroom as a teacher, possibly at
Dr. Clifford L. Eubanks resigned as Dean of UCF, is one such possibility.
Eubanks also plans to spend time with his
the College of Business Jan. 26, after 14 years
family.
in the position.
"My daughter will only be home for three
Eubanks will remain at the university until
August, through the summer term.
more years and then will leave for college. I'd
Eubanks expressed several reasons for his like to spend some time with her."
resignation, but all led to one conclusion-there
The Dean said that, overall, his job has been
are not enough hours in the day.
"a satisfying experience. I feel most fortunate to
Eubanks started at UCF in 1975. "It's been have been a part of the College of Business."
a long time," he said. "I'm excited about what
Eubanks explained that the college has been
we've achieved in the College, though."
the most rapidly growing college, going from
Eubanks explained that he felt this was a 1600 students out ofl 0,000 in the university, to
good time to offer his resignation, partly due to 4800 students out of 18,000 now.
He said this has made his job busier, but he
the fact that two tnajor projects in which he has
been involved are nearly completed.
is excited about what has been achieved.
Dean McFall, Director of Public Affairs ex- Eubanks said the college has gotten support
plained, Eubanks gave no one specific reason from the local business community, which has
for his resignation, but expressed that there are
SEE EUBANKS PAGE 5
not enough hours in the day and he wishes to
by Joelle Subourne
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OPINION

NEWSCLWS

• The men's basketball
team lost to Rollins in the
new Orlando Arena Saturday. Also, see how the
UCF baseball team gained
national recognition this
summer.

• This week, in opinion,
we tackle the National
Service Act, the changing
values of American
schools, UCF elections
and the greed of our pals in
Washington, D.C.
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Sloan captures UC.F crow"
by Jamie Carte .
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•
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Miss UCF 1989, Shalisa Sloan,has
"high hopes" for her new title. Sloan, a
freshman music education major,
began her reign on Friday, Jan. 27 at
the Miss UCF pageant,
which was broadcast live
from the Student Center
on local channel 32.
While walking the
run way, Sloan says, "I
was literally on cloud
nine. It didn't really hit
me when they called my
name because I was in
total shock." Sloan will
represent UCF in the
Miss Florida pageant
during the week of June
Shallsa
20. If she wins that contest, she will progress to the national
Miss America p'a geant.
In her first week in of having the
title, Sloan has already made appearances at beauty pageants in Leesburg,
Gainesville and Jacksonville.
According to Mindi French, a senior
music education major and student
director of the local pageant," As far as
we know, this pageant was the first in
the area to broadcast on live television
and for the prize scholarships to total
more than 10,000 dollars."
French also emphasized that the
pageant was a "scholarship pageant:
not just a beauty pageant." The 12 contestants were required to have a 2.5
G.P .A, but the average for this group of
contestants was a 3.1 G.P.A
Each contestant received scholarship money from between $750 and
$2,950, the amount Sloan won.
Half of the pa~eant's results were
based on talent co 1test scores, and the
other half were :,,plit between interview, swimsuit and evening gown
competition totals.
French selected the five judges on
the basis of their credentials and because they had not judged a contest in
the area before.
The judges included: Kay Mahoney,

• TEETER TOTTER FOR MS

Lamba Chi Alpha fraternity
fullshed up its sixth annual
Tetter Totter Marathon on
Friday. This year's event was
co-hosted by
Delta Delta
Delta sorority.
The 72 hour philanthropy
project for the Muscular Distrophy Association has raised
as much as $3000 in past
years, according to past rraternity president Todd Cline.
The marathon is the biggest one day fund-raiser of
Lamba Chi, but they also raise
money through other yearround projects such as collecting change from passing motorist at intersections.
"We will raise $750 to $1000
at an intersection collection",
and hopefully; said Lamba Chi
President Dan Montplaisir,
"we can pull $1500 to $2000 at
the Tetter Totter [marathon]."
The Lamba Chi brothers
were recently awarded the
Inter-fraternity Council's
community service award for
having the most man-hours of
service per member.

pageant representative from the North
Florida district, Bob Boyett and Bill
Ombries from the Miss Florida pageant, Lois Clevenger, who has 15 years
of local judging experience, and Debi
Pringle, past title holder and coordinator of the Brevard Junior Miss pageant.
The untelevised 30
minute pre-pageant was
hosted by Kim Buchanan,
Homecoming
Queen
1988, and past master of
ceremonies Roy Reed.
The pageant itself was
hosted by current Miss
Florida, Melissa Aggeles.
Sloan was crowned by
Miss UCF 1988, Cynthia
Moore. The back-up music was presented by the
UCF Jazz Lab.
Sloan
French said the PAC
UP, UP & AWAY
coordinators can boast being the ''best
Lambda Chi Alriha and Delta Delta Delta tettered for 72 hours in their sixth annual
pageant in the region for the past two
years and also the most outstanding in Tetter Totter M·1rathon ending Friday. All benefits will go to the MS Association.
the state."
Sloan described her new duties as
"attending and performing in functions
on and off the campus, and being the
best representative of this university
tor, either a faculty member or profesthat I can be."
by Esta Krukln
sional in the business community, who
French hopes to give the contest CENTRAL FLOrUDA FUTURE
will be available for academic or perwinner a higher profile.
The Offiee ofMinority Student Serv- sonal advice, and to provide emotional
''We ' really wanted the Miss UCF
title to be more visible as a community ices is devei oping a program "to provide support for the student.
Approximately thirty students and
role models for minority students
representative," she said.
Sloan feels that, because she is an 18 while they're in college," according to mentors have signed up to participate.
One student member, Keith Rushin,
year old freshman, she will be able to Nathan Brook m, Minority Student
believes it will be especially helpful for
relate to high school students.
Body President
"When I make appearances at high
The UCF pre gram will be similar to new students, by providing them with
schools," she said." I hope to be able to a mentorship program Mr. Brooken someone to turn to if they have any
help them understand what college is participated in at Florida Community problems.
about."
Brooken says "It would really beneCollege at Jacl.sonville.
PAC organized the pageant which,
Brooken said, "I learned a lot of fit students if they would actually get
French says, "was an overwhelming valuable lessons in life through being involved in this."
The program in J acksonvilJe led to
success."
involved in it. It opened up doors [for
Sloan's career plans include owning me that otli erwise probably would increased GPA's and graduation rates,
and helped students make contacts
her own school to teach young children liave been closed."
piano, voice and choreography. She
The benefits he gained mot1vated with local business people.
Any minority students or faculty
already teaches "in home" piano to him to propose a similar program to Dr.
students in the Bay Hill area. Her Robert Belle, Director of Minority Stu- members interested in participating in
the Minority Mentorship Program
plans were inspired by her father, who dent Services.
Student participants in the pro- may sign up at the Office of Minority
is a music instructor, and her mother,
who is a teacher.
gram will be matched up with a men- Student Services.

from college, Dr, Anne
Shurling, a psychology professor at Transylvannia University in Kentucky, reported
Jan. 9.
Shurling surveyed people
who graduated from Transylvania from 1968 to 1978, and
found that 27 had bad dreams
about finals while they were in
school.
Of the people who had the
dreams, 82 percent said they
still occasionally have nightmares about the tests.
Finals, Shurling said, consist of "three or four days of
intense pressure that is repeated at the end of each
semester.
A student who successfully
completes four years of college.
will have undergone as many
as eight sessions of final examinations. Repeated pressure of that nature can very
easily have a lasting effect."
The most common of the bad
dreams were of not being able
to find the classroom where
the test was to be given and of
forgetting to drop the class in
time.

• NIGHTMARE OF FINALS

(CPS)The nightmare of finals doesn't go away when the
tests are done.
Many people report still
having nightmares about finals 20 years after graduating

•OURWORDS

A new flock of "buzzwords"
hit college campuses across
the nation.
This college · slang was
found by the National Associa-

UCF nr1inorities to meet mentors

from the Women's studies available to female UCF stuDepartment circulated peti- dents who are seeking a degree
tions asking students not to in business or related profes"consume nor purchase sional fields.
Both are offered by the
Budweiser beer and ... encourage others to do the same" American Business Women's
because they were "morally, Association and have a deadintellectually and aestheti~ line of March 1, 1989.
Scholarship requirements
cal1y
offended by the
include an application, tranBudweiser ad."
To pacify those upset by the script, three letters of referad, FAU's University Rela- ence and a need for financial
tions office is offering gummed aid.
For futher information,
labels to cover the back of the
contact the Financial Aid ofphone directory .
FAU's student paper, The fice at 275-5030.
Atlantic Sun, reported that 60
• BUD AD PROTESTED
•ELECTION FORUM
labels have been distributed.
(CPS) A Budwieser ad on the
The Student Government
back of Florida Atlantic • BIG SCHOLARSHIP
election for Student Body
University's campus phone
Women at UCF may apply president and vice president
directory is "explicitly sexist," for a scholarship from the ·will be Feb. 14 and 15 on the
some FAU residents say, and Winter Park Coterie.
Student Center Green.
A forum on The Green will
could lead to a campus boycott
Applicants who show finanof other products from Anhe- cial need and have a high GPA be held Feb. 9 to provide stuuser-Busch, which ·brews in any school may apply by dents a chance to meet the
Budweiser.
submitting an application candidates and ask questions.
The ad, which features with a resume, tral)scripts,
The open forum will start at
three women in Budwieser and two reference letters. 11:30a.m.
bathing suits provocatively Financial need is determined
The actual election times
sprawled on a Budwieser by processing an ACT packet. are 10 a.m. to T p.m. Students
towel, has run in scores of Contact UCF's Financial Aid must present their validated
publications on other cam- Department for an applica- UCF identification card to
puses without comment.
tio~
. vote.
Mike Fleming of Fleishman
Voting on the area camThe deadline to apply for
Hillard, the company's St. this scholarship is Feb. 20, puses will be Feb. 13 through
Feb. 15, from noon to 9 p.m.
Louis public .relations firm, 1989.
All are encouraged to vote.
contended he has received no
other complaints about the ad. •FEMALES NEEDED
For more information, call
But at FAU, a group largely
Two other scholarships are 275-2191.
tion of College Stores. Among
the findings:
PC - a tenn meaning "politically correct."
Talking to Ralph on the big
white phone - To vomit.
Bite Moose - get lost.
Parrallel Parking - a term
meaning sexual intercourse.
Groovy -when spoken in a
sarcastic tone, it means stodgy
or old-fashioned.
Granola - a word used to
describe someone who dresses
or acts as if the 1960s never
ended.
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Survey: freshmen unhappy
the nation's freshmen reported feeling
depressed frequently, :up from 8.3 percentof1987's freshmen and 8.2 percent
This year's freshmen are depre~sed, of the 1985 freshmen class.
disappointed and debt-ridden, the big. More than one one out of every five
gest survey of national student atti- freshmen felt "overwhelmed by all I
have to do."
tudes reported Jan. 9.
Green added freshmen may be unThe findings of the American Council on Education and University of happier than previous generations
California at Los Angeles (UCLA) because "a larger number than ever
annual survey of 308,000 freshmen before are not attending their firstpaint a picture of collegians "who are choice college."
First-choice colleges are often exnot sanguine about the future," sumpensive, and the survey indicated stumarized UCLA's Kenneth Green.
A record number of students, for dents are not getting enough financial
example, reported frequently feeling aid to afford them. Those who are getting the aid are getting it in the form of
"overwhelmed" and depressed.
"We have very high suicide rates loans that have to be repaid.
Only 15.6 percent of the students
among college students now," added
Alexander Astin, the UCLA professor entering college for the Fall '88 term
received Pell Grants, which don't have
who directs the survey.
He attributes them to "tremendous to be repaid. It was the lowest level in
pressures on young people to achieve."
SEE SUICIDE PAGE 9
Whatever the reason, 10.5 percent of
by J.M. Rubin

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Pie! Right in the kisser!
Staff Report
COLLEGE p

_ss SERVIC'=

Bayl ... r C niversity c:: ie Man, or
"'IleoT" just like him
s returned.
Jc l .- ·red man "Cen tly barged
..
,. -ess class,
p to student
J:ir. ':·
.. nd hit h ..., he face with
a
' .. · j s .. sitting j ,
s looking at
m y not :>, when I hea
this guy say
'hey,' a d hen I looke pinto a pie,"
Wyatt c ed.
Whe i Wyatt left cla,:, to clean up, he
was pied again in the re troom.
Mea while, back in the classroom,
the Pie Man stuck his head into the
room and yelled "He.' Gina, you're
next" to another student, Prof. Leslie

Rasner reported.
In a scene out of a TV cop show,
several class members bolted up to
chase the assailant. One student,
Steve Spoonemore, managed to jump
in the Pie Man's getaway car, but eventually had to roll out of it while it was
moving.
The Pie Man and a woman companion in the car were screaming at him
and hitting him, Spoonemore said.
It wasn't the first time habitues of
the Waco, Texas campus have been
pied this school year. Several students
and professors were pied in class during the first semester, but Baylor
spokesman Dr. James Baker reports

John Jorwe/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

MOVE OVER PREZ!
The previous Panhellenic officers announced and welcomed next year's officers at
the annual Greek Banquet held Wednesday.

SEE PIE PAGE 11

NATIONAL DRUG AWARENESS WEEK
DATE

TIME

Feb 6

ll~lpm

Feb 8

12 noon

EVENT

Drug
Paraphenalia Day

A.A.
S.A.D.D.

5pm

~

Feb 10

,

On the Green
Health Resource Cntr.
(Wellness Center)
Health Resource Cntr.

•

Safe Ride Home
CONFUCIUS SAYS -

Come
Sunnort
Us!

''DRUGS ARE
A MEANS TO
YOUR END''
...

[Ej

l

WHERE

$}

C.A.D.A.C.
~

Presented by the UCF
Drug and Alcohol Center
By
Sharon Krondschnabl
can ext. 5841

.

Iii

•

SO COOL ITliE NEED YOUU
JUSTSAY-·

NO!
•

'

"

'

•
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EUBANKS

•

helped attract good faculty
and more students.
Aside from all the work that
comes with the job of Dean,
Eubanks is also busy outside
UCF. He serves on several
focal and national boards, including the United Way, the
Winter Park H;ospital Board
and the Nati on al Board of G-Ov-

FROM PAGE 1

•

ernors of Beta Gamma Sigma,
a national business organization.
Before coming to UCF,
Eubanks taught at three other
schools and served as Dean of
the College of Business at Troy
State University. He attended
the University of Arkansas.
According to McFall, an
interim dean will fill in when
Eubanks leaves in August.
The search for the new dean
will start around August.

•

•
Enter the Zenith Data Systems

•

MASTERS of
INNOVATION
COMPETITION
Win a $5,000* Zenith Cornpul..,r ystern.

For Mu~ Infum1<1Liun And OfficiaJ Rult'~, Uill l-800-" 53-0301.

Competition Ends March l, 1989. Void Wh e re Prohibit d .

DID YOU GROW UP.
WITH A

PRESENTED BY THE
UCF STUDENT HEALTH
& WELLNESS CENTER

PROBLEM DRINKER?

281-5841
By Karen Wedner
IF SO, YOU ARE: NOT ALONE.
MANY ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLIGS
• Are you overly self-critical.
• Tend to be over-achievers.
• Have interpersonal-relating difficulties.
• Have trouble relaxing.
• Have difficulty expressing emotions or feelings.
• Fear losing control.
• Have compulsive tendencies or behaviors.

AIDS Testing

\\

Ifyou can relate to some or all of these charactertstics ther is HELP. The Counseling & Testing Center and Student
Health Services are offertng a group for ACOA'S and others who identify.
Time: 3 :00 pm Wednesdays
Place : Health Resource Center For more information Call X5841

~MEETINGS
SWAT
"STOP OUR
SMOKING'
TUESDAYS AT
llAM

STARSS

STRESS
BUSTERS

UCF's WELLNESS
WEIGHT LOSS
LEARN TO
CLUB
WEDNESDAYS AT
MANAGE
WEDNESDAYS AT
lOAM
YOUR STRESS
llAM
THURSDAYS AT WEDNESDAYS
6PM
AT llAM

SADD
WEDNESDAYS
5PM
MEETS WED
AT NOON

The Student Health Service has decided to refer all
patients requesting AIDS testing to the Orange
County Health Department's Anonymous Testing

I2~ff~~~~~£~~~~ I
$

•

- ·, · Schmidt . & ·Toutikian
1. Communication with students is vital for an effective Student
Government Proper communication can be achieved through
Student Survey's, Student Forums and an open door policy
within Student Government.
2. Expanding Student Service - as UCF grows both in size and
greatness, the services provided must continue to keep pace
- such as increased library hours and expansion of the Student
Govemmet Computer Lab.

Qualifications
• SaTed - a Student Senator for S term8 and ie
currently P!-e.ident Tem.pore of tho 2l•t
Student Senato
• Elected ..Chairman of tho Year for the 20th
student Senau
• Student Government Computer Lab Coorcllna
tor and Vice Chair of tho Co111putor Lab
AdYi80'D1ent and Plannine ColllDlittec
• Registered lobbyist for mdic:r Education in the
State of Florida
• Resident Aaai•tant and Student RopresentatiYo
on the Colleeo of Education AcadCDlic Appoala
Conllnitteo

3. Student Union, parking and Residence Halls are all long term
capital projects which must be priorities at both State and
local levels - additionally, asbestos clean up of all UCF
buildings needs to be addressed.

Christine Toutikian
Qualifications
• Served as a Student Senator fur 2 terms
and is currently Chainnan of the
Political Action Team.
• Member of the President's Leadership
Council.
• Member of Gain.in.a Sigma, National
Business Honor Society and Beta, Alpha
Psi, National Accounting Fraternity.
• Registered lobyist for Higher Education
in the State of Florida.
• Resident Assistant and Student
Representative on the College of
Bu iness Academic Appeals Committee

Wendr k & Funderburke
2. Investigate instituting a Scholarship Search Service to help
those students who no longer qualify for financial aid
3. Regulating Fee Increases so the burden can be spread over
a student's four years at the institution

4. Insuring Academic Excellence

5. Monthly Student Forums to keep interested students abreast
of the issues concerning them,
• SeIVed a.e President Pro Ternpore 1n the

• Served as the Student Government Coordinator for
the Daytona Area Campus far the last two years
• Member of the President's Leadership Council,
Kappa Delta. Pi. and Omega Delta Kappa
• Member of the Athletic Fee Setting Committee
was instrameotal m reducing the athletic fee for
Area Campuses
• Supervised Campus Meetings at the Daytona
Campus and regularly altends Student Senate
meetings on the main campus

19th and 20th Student Senates
• Ch.a.1.nnan of the Year of the 19th Student
Sen.ate
• Senator of the Year for the 20th Student
Sen.ate.
• Currently the Comptroller for Student
Governrnent.
• ScIVed as an Acdern.tc Peer Advtsor for four

.

years
• Cha1rma.n of the Activity and Service Fee
Committee for the last two years

.

Sandy Funderburke
Qualifications

Rausch & Baucher
•

1. Student Parking and Housing: We will continue to lobby
for more funding and we will get more results
2. Entertatrunent and Culture: Program exciting and popular
activities for students, including a spectacular Home
coming, Nationally recognized speakers, weekend
activities, and concerts
3. Factllities and Facult;y: We will work to increase the
facilities on every campus and to fill them with qualified
faculty members. More classes and professors
Scott Rausch
4. Promote UCF: Continue to support all athletic teams and
Qualifications
our alumni. By so doing we can all benefit from the
• Served ln the 20th Student Senate and is
recognition UCF will recieve from both the Central
presently the Executive .Advisor to the
Florida area as well as the nation.
Student body President
5. Students are who we will work fort Ir ts important for
• Serving as the Student Director for
you to feel comfortable with your representatives and
Representative in Parking Improvement, Health
Services, the new P.C. Lab and in the Financial
for all students to have an active role in Student
Aid Search Committee
• Participates as an active member of his fraternity
and the Greater Orlando Jaycees
• Currently working for his Bachelor's Degree ln
Social Science Education

Government Let's put student into Student Government

Matt Boucher
Qualifications
• Played football for the UCF Fighting Knights
and now serves UCF in the 2 lst Student Senate
• Presently the Vuce Chairman ~f the Clubs &
Organizations throught the Senate
• Has been active in campus activities such as
chairman of UCF's 25th Anniversary Committee,
and President of UCFs Law Club
• Presently working for his Bachelors Degree in
Legal Studies

•

•

•
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see plans for food services, a
gameroom,
and a bowling alley
FROM PAGE 1
eventually materialize· during
the planning of Phase Two.
·
ment."
The final site must be
According to Osterhaus, agreed upon before the StuPhase One will include three dent
Union
PJanning
large subdividab1e meeting Commission's request for a
rooms, office space and work- $1,000,000 advance on their
rooms available on an "as next Capital Improvement
needed"
basis to the Trust Fund allocation will be
University's various student approved by the Board of Reorganizations.
gents (BOR).
In Osterhaus's opinion, the
This anticipated advance
Union should provide a grav- would be added to the current
itational point for students to $2.35 million construction
meet, work, and relax, thus fund allocation. In addition,
making the University "feel . $500,000 in supplementary
like a University, not like a funding will be provided by the
commuter school."
Student Government through
Stutler agrees with this the Stud-ent Union Trust
sentiment and would like to Fund. These funds, pending_

UNION

•

PROFESSIONAL DANCERS, SINGERS AND MUSICAL
THEATRE PERFORMERS: Your opportunity to . make real
magic on stage is here right now, at Walt Disney World. Because
we're casting for eight spectacular productions in the world's
number one resort destination.

•

To qualify, you must be at least 18 years old between March 1 and May
1, 1989. Please bring a current resume and nonreturnable photograph.
Some movement ability is required. Everyone will be required to learn
at least one dance/movement combination, so bring dance attire.•Singers
should memorize short vocal selection (one ballad and one uptempo) and
bring vocal sheet music in their best key. Accompanist provided.
(Dancers are encouraged to sing.)

BOR confirmation, would provide the Commission with $3.8
million in total revenue for
Phase One of the Union.
The Architect Selection
Committee chose Sverdup
Corporation to design Phase
One. The BOR must still ap··
prove the ~ommittee's choice.
That approval is anticipated
within the next thirty days.
Phase One is set to begin
this year. Groundbreaking at
the chosen site is expected to
begin in November or Decemher. Construction of this first
phase will be completed by
July or August of 1990.
Due to Board of Regents
stipulations, the entire project
must be completed by April of
1991.

Audition Site & D te
Orlando, Florida
Saturday, February 18
Callback Sunday, February 19
Tupperware Convention Center
U.S. 441 -- S. Orange
Blossom Trail
(5 miles south of Florida Turnpike near Kissimmee)
MEN • 9:30 A.M.
WOME - 12:00 NOO

For more information, contact:
(407) 345-5701

Mon - Fri 10 AM - 4 PM
Eastern Time
t.

.

1988 ~ Ytall Dil0t1 Compatl)

Walt li}isney World.
\11~1111.11

t l1•111•rt11llll\

~

2054 N. Semoran Blvd - 1/4 Mile N. of Aloma
Casselton Comers across from S

677-0197

1111•lu\t·r

"'

SPORTS PUB
3853 E. Colonial Dr. located at the corner of
Herndon & Colonial
(across form the AMC Fashion Village 8 theaters)

898-7972
Hours 11 -2 am

• DAILY DRINK AND LUNCH SPECIALS
• 8' SCREEN TV
• POOL TABLES, GAMES & DARTS
•
•
•
•

DANCING & ENTERTAINMENT
LIVE DJ (We.dnesday & Saturday nites)
FULL SERVICE BAR
RAW OYSTER BAR, SHRIMP AND
SANDWICHES
( "we shuck 'em ... you suck 'em" )

THURSDAY - COLLEGE NIGHT
"Beat the Clock"
50 ¢ Draft $3. 75 Pitchers
"DON'T MISS THE
FUN AND ACTION"
I!

7

LEGEND leads the way to a
new level of style ... strong,
distinctive, elegant LEG END,
with handsome new school
idenUfication features,
and a multitude of other
customizing opHons, is also
the first ring to offer a
choice of two side designs.
For the ultimate memento
of your college experience,
choose LEGEND. Exclusively
from ArtCarved, the style
leaders.
1be Quality.
'lbe Craftsmanship.
1be Reward lbuDeseroe.

DATE - FEBRUARY 13 TH - 15TH
TIME - 9:00A.M. - 3:00 P.M.

!~~-JJ~IVERSITY BOOKST~~Required •

:£
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:• HOMECOMING COMMITTEE :•

.

:
FIRST
MEETING
•
.
••••• •••• •••• •• •••••• • • • • • • • • • •

FEBRUARY 8, 1989
5:00pm
STUDENT CENTER 214
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED!!!
Committee to Organize 1989 Homecoming
Questions? contact Elise Oonin X2191

•

Live In Concert

AMBER ROSE
!//I~

n

.

•

••••••••••••

Tuesday, Feb. 7
9p.m.
Student Activity Center

•

•

, Students: FREE
(Photo not available)

"Recently from C~icago, Amber
· Rose is quickly becoming one
of Orlando's favorite hard-rock
bands.

Non-students: $3.00

•
•

•

•

•
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ARRIVE ALIVE

SUICIDE

the nation's colleges and universities."
The resulting money pressure apparently has changed
the surveys history, Green the way the freshmen view the
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 said. In 1980, almost a third of world, Astin and Green
the freshmen got grants.
agreed. The economic reces"The federal government sion that plagued families
has, in effect, cut back on most nationwide in the early 1980s
of the financial aid programs and continues to plague them
intended to help college stu- in many fann and energy
dents from low- and middle- states changed the students,
income families," Astin con- too.
'
cluded. As a result, he said,
"These are the children of
_
Get help with
"the burden of paying for col- the economic upheaval,"
lege has shifted increasingly to Green said. "The recession of
students, their families and the '80s was worse than anyFROM PAGE 4

don't drink·and drive

The· CLAST~ ..

--

will you pass?

•

Getting Ready for the Cl.AST
Reading, Writing, Essay, Mathematics

Benfhs of working at
The Central Florida Future

H&H Publishing Company, Inc.

Gain experience in many areas of print media
• Color Separation
··Illustration
• Computer graphics
• Computer typesetting and layout
• Page design
Get your work published
Gather clippings for your portfolio
Meet professionals in the newspaper field

STUDENT
LEGAL SERVICES
HERE'S

Student Legal Services provides
students with assistance in selected
areas of law such as landlord/tenant,
consumer, non-criminal traffic and
uncontested dissolusions. You can
receive attorney cosultation and representation FREE OF CHARGE to
qualified srudents. Call 275-2538 or
stop by SC 210 for more information
or an appointment

CHANCE:

GRAND OPENING !

-------------------------------.
: DUFFY'S SUBS
PRESENTS

I

: FREE SUB SANDWICH
I WHEN YOU BUY ONE
I

•

a

VouR

The Central Florida Future is now accepting applications for the possition of assistant art
director. For an application blank or more information call Scott Horner at 275-2865.

Need ...
•A Will?
•Name Change?
• Uncontest d
Dissolu ion?

Problems With ...
•Landlords?
• Insurance?
• Contracts?
•Police?

thing since the Depression (of
the 1930s). Their loss of faith
and preoccupation with jobs
comes from that."
A record number of freshmen - 72.6 percent - said
they were going to college primarily to get higher-paying
jobs later in life.
By contrast; a majority of
freshmen in 1968 viewed "the
college years as a time for
learning and personal development," Green said.
This year's freshmen "are
like their grandparents who
experienced the Depression."

Artist Wanted

This concise text Includes lnstructton and sample tests created
using the latest state CLAST specifications. You'll discover where
you need help and you'll get the help you need.
~
Ask for It at your bookstore.

Z

Includes free lettuc:e,tomatoes,
pickles,onions,hot peppers.oil
and vinegar

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

We have Drive
Thru Service

679-2448
10042 University
Blvd. One mile west
of UCF on the
comer of Dean Rd ..
(University Oaks)

SAVE BIG TIME
Now is the TIME. to save on your
Herff Jones college ring.

i\\\ \)~'" \\t%t~
Fridays as Collegiate Days!

s40· ¥l45

25 % Off all hair care and nail services
with UCF ID, Appoinments Appreciated

ur

TO

2605 E. Curryford Rd., Ort., Fl 32806 (407) 896-6738

Off

OFF

-....·_

.

Students:
Make the most of your
study time with this
easy-to-use calculator.

'

I'

The HP-425 (U'N Scientific Calculator

,

Power to handle your
tough problems. And
it's the best one
available for matrix
and vector math!

e

GOLD HERFF-JONES RING.

HEWLETT

Calculator & Computer

2914 Corrine Drive, Orlando • 898-0081

College Rings

THE PURCHASE PRICE OF YOUR

~~PACKARD

ill INTERNATIONAL

HERFF JONES

PRESENT THIS COUPON
AND RECEIVE -AN ADDITIONAL $10. OFF

Come in and try one today.
FAQ'W

· off

tOK ·t4K tSK

NEW from Hewlett-Packard

11le HP-148 Business Calculator

9

-

-The Herff J~es Rcpres~;tativeWill Be OnC~pus~- -

Feb. 13th - 15th 9:00 A.M. at the University Bookstore
Coupon Valid Feb 13th· 15th deposit required

!/

HERFFJONES
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·THE 21st STUDENT SENATE REPORT
14th Session

January 31, 1988

MEASURES UNDERCONSIDERATION
BILLS
2 7-31 Funding for Surf Club: This bill allocates funds to the UCF surf
club. (Pelletier, referred to OAF)
2 7-34 New Umbrellas for SEPS: This bill allocates funds for the purchase
of umbrellas. (Joseph, referred to OAF)
27-35 Funding for AIAA Remote airplane competition. This bill allocates
funds for the construction of a model plane. (Santos, r.eferred to OAF)
RESOLUTIONS
· ...·
21-77 Amending Rule 5.03.L> This t'.:>ill changes rule 5.03.L (Romard, referred to LJR)

Students are Invited to attend all
Senate meetings, and to express
any Ideas or problems that they
feel the Senate should work on.
Senate meetings are held on
Tuesdays@ 3:30 In the University
Dining Room.

MEASURESVOTEDONATTHIS MEETING
BILLS
21-37 Funding for Educational Conference. This bill allocates $250 for
registration fees. (Boyte passed ace)
21-38 Funding for Purchase of UCF vs Rollins Basketball tickets. This bill
allocates funds to purchase tickets from the Orlando Arena. (Laing,
passed, ace)
.. Leglslatton In Committee Is Introduced by Senators. and Is not flnallzed until the full

~note

SIU DENTS

votes.

OAF/C&OFUNDING
'Your club or organlzatlon Is eligible to receive funding for office supplies, conference
registration fees, and other special projects. To request funding, stop by the SG offices
and complete one of the request for funding forms and return to Dan Pellet1er.Fernando
Santos or Fred Schmidt.

SENATE COMMITTEES

SENATE MEETINGS

If you have any comments, questions or concerns about the Senate Report, or any leglslatlon,
please contact Fred Schmidt
x219l or In SC 151.

review and amend all Leglslat1on before It Is brought for a hearing before the full Senate. The following
are descriptions of, and the time and day of the committee meetings:

Organizations, Appropriations and Finance: This committee reviews all changes to the Finance Code and any leglslatlon
requesting funding.
Mondays@ 6:00 pm. In the Commons
Clubs and Organizations: This committee decides whether a club receives funds for Otnce SUpplles/ AdVertlslng or
Conference Registration.
lhursoys@4:00 p.m. In the Senate Conference Room
Legislative Judicial end Rules: This committee reviews leglslatoin to change the Constitution. Statutes or Rules and
Procedures.
' Frldays@noonlntheSenateConferenceRoom
Services and Public Relations: This committee reviews all non-funding leglslatton which deals \Nith Student Government
Services. as well as Local. State. and National Issues which directly relate to the students of UCF.
Wednesdays@4:00 p.m. In the Senate Conference Room
Elections and Appointments: This commtttee reviews all student Government Appointments. and makes recommenThursdays@ 5:00 p.m. In theSenate Conference Room
dations for changes tot he Election Statutes.

OAF
C&O
LJR
SPR
EA

PR-Present (not enough lnformatton/unoble to decide)

AS-Abstain (conflict ot interes )

Y-Yes

N-No

Paid Advertisement

ARTS & SCIENCES
Matt Boucher
Barbara Papaleo
Richard Zucaro
OPEN SEAT
Dana Boyte
Jason DiBona
TOM JOSEPH
David Mann
Scott Bowen
OPEN SEAT
Chrlst1ne Hernandez
Chris Bordinaro
BUSINESS
UzSwanoon
Carmella Mandato
KATHY JONES
Travis Gunder
Dan Pelletier
Walter Robinson
Chris Toutf klan
James Speake
JOE FERRARI
Jeannie Draper
EDUCATION
Fred Schmidt
Diane Kearney
Kelly Wiggins
Jeff Laing
Diane Scanlon
Lisa Schmidt

ENGINEERING
Fernando Santos
JAMIE COX
JORGE CADIZ
Brian Franklin
JERRY SUITER
Sean Brannan
Nick Evangelo
JEFF EBERLE
HEALTH
Susan Hackett
Cheryt Jensen
LIBERAL STUDIES
Mary Sue Cameron
Andy Worrall
AT-LARGE
Gordon Miranda

BREVARD
Cathy Taylor
DAYTONA
OPEN SEAT
SOUTH ORLANDO
Michelle Romard
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ORIENTATION TEAM
1989 SELECTION

..
•
ORIENTATION
1

INFORMATIONAL MEETING TIMES:
)

"

9

6

9

REQUIREMENTS:
(At the time of oppllcotton)

.

·· Students interested in applying
must attend ONE of the
following meetings:

Feb. 810:00 a.m. SCA
3:00 p:m. SCA

1 . Good academic standing
with the University (2. OJ
2. Nine completed credit hours
atUCF
3. A letter of recommendation

•

Feb. 9 3:00 p.m. SCA

• •Applications will be handed
out during each meeting• •

Direct any questions
to SC 198 Ext. 2117

•

•

•
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RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING · CORPS

•
•

. . ~>'-

START YOUR CLIMB
TO CAREER SUCCESS THIS SUMMER.
Apply now ror six weeks or Army ROTC
leadership training. With pay, without
obligation.
You'll develop the discipline,
confidence. and deeisiveness it takes to
succeed in any career. And you'll qualify
to earn Army officer credentials while
you're completing your college studies.

~
~
ARMY ROTC
TWO-YEAR PROGRAM
THE SMARTEST COWGE

COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
COME BY PC 522 OR CALL
CAPT. EDDIE L. COLE
AT 275-2430

PIE
FROM PAGE 4

that the first semester Pie
Man has been apprehended
and punished through normal
disciplinary channels .
The pie massacre in
Rasner's class, he concluded,
had to be the work of different
people.
Pie attacks were common on
many campuses in the early
eighties when the weapon of
choice seemed to be cream or
berry pies. Professors at
Michigan State University
and the University of Colorado
were victimized, ·as was the
dean of students at the U niversity of Wisconsin at Madison.
Celebrities visiting campuses in those days had to be
careful, too. William F. Buckley, New York Sen. Daniel

Moynihan, anti-abortionist
Phyllis Schlaf1ey, former Ohio
Gov. James Rhodes, Watergate conspirators E. Howard
Hunt and G. Gordon Liddy,
artist Andy Warhol, anti-gay
rights activist and singer Anita Bryant and former CIA
Director William Colby all
were pied at various schools
·during the period.
Reactions to Baylor's pie
revival varied.
Original victim Wyatt
laughed it off, noting"lt tasted
pretty good."
Yet Gina Gee, the second
student threatened during the
incident, was "really upset."
Teacher Rasner was not
amused. "If I had a deadly
wea{ion, I would use·it in my
defense. It is embarrassing. It
is degrading. This just should
not go on in a university. It is
past ajoke."

REACH .
FORTHE POWER.
TEACH.
No other profession has this power. The power to wake up
young minds. The power to wake up the world. Teachers have
that power: Reach for it. Teach. For information call

1-800-45-TEACH.
Recruiting Young Teachers, Inc.

:

Michael ·O' Shaughnessy
REAL ESTATE BROKERS
411 N. Park Avenue, Winter Park

628-4478

!•
•

••
:

ri'!J

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

COUPON

:

iLECTltlC ClltCU&

:

Get 2 Tokens for the price of 1

•

With This Coupon

Lake Howell Square

Goldenrod Square

•

•

•
:

1271 State Rd. 436
4084 North Goldenrod Rd. •
Casselberry, Florida
Winter Park, Florida
:
• NEXT To UNITFD ARnsrs CINEMA
NEXT To Purr 0NEMA
•

•
:

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Uc6

We would like to say
thank you to

CINEMA
12255 UNIVERSITY ·BLVD.
ACROSS

FROM

UCF •277-1454

THE 3 FUGmVES • PG·ll

NAKED GUN· PG-13

2: oo-4:~: Q0-8: 00-10:00

2: lo-4: 1()-{): lo-8: 10-10: 10

BEACHES • PG-13
l :50-4:35-7:20-9:50

RAINMAN ·R

1:55-4:40-7: 15-9:55

lWINS ·PG
2:05-4:30-7:25-9:55

ALL SEATS TODAY

$2.50

0' LeaFy

TAEKWON-DO W.T.F.
Korean Art of Self Defense
Classes taught by Grand Master
K.J.Lee 8th dan Blackbelt and
raduate of Cho-Sun Univ. Korea

our top production
person in 1986, 1987,
1988 with over

Self-Discipline .
Self-Confidence
Korean Philosoph

$7,000,000.00
I

in sales

Your # 1 UCF Booster

c.J

SPECIAL
STUDENT
RATES

ANDRE

CALL NOW 331-7400

ONE FREE LESSON
FREE Uniform

c. JAKUBOWSKI, M.D .• P.A.

Obstetrics & Gynecology
Infertility & Laser Colopscopy

With First Office Visit
FREE PAP
&

100/o Discount for

Students

NearU.C.F.
4063 N. Goldenrod Rd.
- Suite 5 Winter Park. FL 32792
FOR APPOINTMENT CALL

(407) 679-5533

•

0 .I' Grinch returns;
UCF campaigns
They're back at it again.
Speaker of the House Jim Wright (who bears a
startling resemblance to The Grinch Who Stole
Christmas, both in appearance and action) and his
cronies in Congress have come up with another
scheme to pad their pockets while appearing to be
public servants, rather than pigs with both trotters in
the trough.
01' Grinch's plan to allow a 51 % pay raise to pass
without a vote, followed by a public-spirited reduction to 30%, is simply an attempt to disguise avarice
with clouds of hot air. Don't be fooled by those who
protest against their pay raises; by refusing to take a
stand against the increase, they're just as guilty as
Wright and his toadies. If this were an armed robbery, they'd be driving the get-away car.
Whether you favor or oppose a raise for government officials, the way they are going about this is
offensive. Recognizing this, Wright and company will
try tQ get it done with as little fuss and as quickly as
possible. They hope to get their pilfering done early
enough that voters will forget about it before the next
election.
Understandable. In politics, voters' memories act
as a statute oflimitations. Doi t early enough, and you
won't have to pay up come November.
Ideally, when election day rolls around, people will
still remember the avarice of those favormg the raise
and the cowardice of those who wouldn't stand up and
fight them. Ifnot because ofthis one act, then because
of the repetition of acts just like it.
·
But we're willing to bet that voters will have
forgotten within two years; or that those who remember will decide the political clout of a Jim Wright
makes up for his greed and contempt for the public.
01' Grinch obviously feels the same way.

•

The Meese commision and obscenity

'The creative writing graduate class had just begun critiquing one of my pieces that had a graphic
love scene in it. An education major turned to me.
"Have you ever written pornography?" she asked.
"Sure," I said. She sniffed, tilted her head up, and
moved a foot a way from me.
If she had cared to pursue it, she would have
learned I was referring to my three months as a with anything. A child simply has not learned to
copywriter for a mid-west advertising agency. One of think, to reason or to decide; for adults to play power
our goals was to make a nationally-known ham- games with children's emotions is not just sick, but
burger sexy, to "excite the prurient interest" with a now, across the board, criminal.
Further recommendations made by the Meese
slab of greasy meat.
"Obscene" means "disgusting the senses" or "re- commission regarding other areas oflegal prohibition
pulsive." What's one person's favorite television should not so quickly be implemented. Many of these
show is another person's obscenity. I mean, someone recommendations could pull some very good modem
writers from our library shelves.
must like Gilligan's Island.
For almost two decades, we have relied on the
All this is leading into exactly why defining obscenity and pornography is so difficult, and why two legal qualifier of pornographer as "meeting current
presidential commissions 0970 and 1985) have come community standards." This is the reason you won't
He's willing to bet $45,500 on it.
up with almost conflicting views. While the 1970 find hard-core in Orange or Volusia county book
commission concluded that pornography did not stores, but can't find anything but such in Palm
• • •
seem to lead to violent crime, the 1985 commission, Beach, Broward, or Dade.
Speaking of public servants that request a lot of led by that sexy meatball Ed Meese, concluded it
Those of us who use words in our vocation worry a
lot about censorship because the people who go after
money, the Student Government elections are soon surely did.
It takes some reading to wade through the reports, Hustler and Playboy, if successful, surely will come
approaching.
The elections will take place on Feb. 14and15 on even those ed1tions "condensed" into just several after us sometime. The reasons why wordsmiths tend
the Student Center Green. Another date to keep in hundred pages and without the juicy exhibits ad- to be so solidly anti-censorship is the same that law
mind is Feb. 9. At 11:30, all the candidates running dended thereto. Still, it is worthwhile to do this, to enforcement officers tend to be so solidly for the death
speech to the penalty. Self-protection.
for Student Body president and vice president will read the gist of Andrea Dworkin's
1
The qualification of what is and what is not pornogcommittee and Linda Lovelace s reported terrorism
face their student constituents to answer questions
raphy should be first made in the family. It is that
as she made Deep Throat.
on the The Green.
Therearetruthsaboutpornography andtheymay institution which bears the primary responsibility for
As paying students, your attendance would cer- lie with yet a third commission to be created in the what it sees. If the video stores continue to make
tainly be in your best interests. Are you tired of every future. The Meese Commission's recommendations "mucho dinero" off that shrouded triple-X section in
fee exisiting going up next semester? Are you in favor on child pornography were quickly implemented and the big back room, you surely can't expect government to protect you.
of next year's rising fees? Would you like to see more that alone paid the bill.
Or, to quote William Shakespeare, "tis in ourselves
Child pornography can not have the right to exist.
fees rising? What does it look like for additional
that
we are thus."
It
is
that
simple.
Children's
minds
can
be
impressed
student parking next year? When are we going to see
that wacky student union that we have been hearing
so much about? If these questions interest you, then
they should be of extreme interest to the candidates.
Those people answering questions on Thursday
military or otherwise - is ideal. argument can be demonstrated
are asking for the chance to represent you. Don't find • SAY YES TO SERVICE
What better demonstration to the in a tangible way- those contribuout too late about where they stand on the issues that
taxpayers that they are investing tions can be made beforehand in
Editor:
affect you and your student dollars. Get to know' em!
In a recent issue of The Central in someone who is willing to render the military or as a volunteer.
I suppose the fact that I am a
Florida Future, I read that a pro- some small service to his or her
veteran
colors my view on this
posal was before Congress that country.
Central Florida Future
this
bill
will
issue,
but
is also gives credence to
Those
who
oppose
would replace all current forms of
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
Business Office (407) 275-2601 , News Office (407) 275-2865
my
position
that a period of milifinancial aid at the federal level probably fall back on that stale old
tary
service,
or comparable volVietnam
era
argument
that
it,
like
with a national service option.
This proposal is long overdue. the draft, will victimize those of unteer service, allows for growth
Editor In Chief
For too long the citizens of this the lower economic classes and and maturation which are imporLeslie M. Jorgensen
country, especially those of our (say it softly) minorities.
tant in overcoming many of the
Bull!
hurdles which the first few years
Managing Editor
Dave Schlenker generation, have taken the beneLook around UCF and see who of college present.
fits of democracy for granted.
Deputy Managing Editor/
Design
R. Scott Horner
Entered into voluntarily, serv- is getting federal aid, whether
This proposal is not a panacea
News Editor
Crickett Drake ice to one'e country is a ·noble grants or loans. They represent all for the many financial woes
Sports Editor
Chris Brady undertaking - the ultimate state- economic strata short of the upper which beset students, schools,
Confetti Editor
Suzannah G. Terry
ment of patriotism and good citi- end of the upper classes. This pro- taxpayers and the government.
Copy Editor
Eric Dentel zenship.
gram will, if anything, make the In my estimation, however, it's a
Photo Editor
Angie Hyde
I'm not naive enough to believe armed forces, or volunteer organi-: far better solution than the curProduction Manager
Kasha Kitts
that everyone who enters the zations, more representative of the rent liberal doctrine: throwing
armed forces does so out of an over- nation as a whole, not less.
money into the system until
For years we have heard the there's no money to throw, then
riding sense oflove for and loyalty
Ad Production Manager
Charmaine Mendoza
to their country; but, as trite as it liberal argument in favor of ever- blaming the nearest conservative
Classified Manager
Scott Pruitt
may sound, there are many who increasing federal student aid: for caring too little about educahave chosen that path for those that the nation is repaid by the tion.
Opinions expressed lnT.lu Celllral Florida F11111re are those of the newspaper or lndMdual columnist end not necessarily those of the Boord of Publications, University Adcontributions of those who might
very reasons.
ministration, or Boord of Regents. Letters to the Edttor must be typed and Include the
not
otherwise have had a chance to
means
of
paying
for
a
colAs
a
author's signature, major and phone number. Letters are subject to edttlng for
Charles H. C. Brown
grammar end space end become the copyrighted property of the newspaper.
attend
college. At last, the liberal
lege
education,
national
service
history I military science
Names may be wtlhheld but the newspaper reserves the right to refuse publication

--

~he

of any letter. The Ce111raJ Florida F11111Te Is e free. newspaper published twice weekly
during the ococ:Jemlc year and weekly during the summer.
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RUBES®

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
47 Hawaiian
rootstock
49 Chemical
compound
51 Write
52 Amusement
55 Trial
56 Yearly: abbr.
57 Dines

•

37 Become aware
of
39 Babylonlan
deity
40 Beer mug
41 Barracuda
42 Pitch
44 Man's nickname
45 Period of fasting

46 Emmets
48 Possessive
pronoun
50 Music: as
written
51 Edible seed
53 Latin
conjunction
54 Coroner: abbr.

by Legh Rubin
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DOWN
Agaln
Flrst
Metric measure
Sun god
5 Aromas
6 Places
7 Pedal digit
8 lndlan mulberry
9 Haul
10 Managed
11 Ancient Persian
16 Manufactured
17 Strip of cloth
20 Unmarried
woman
22 Symbol for
tantalum
25 Having weapon s
26 Priest's
vest ment
27 Check s
28 Hasten
29 Presidential
nickname
3 1 Paid notices
33 Lamprey
34 Loved one
36 More
domest icated

1
2
3
4

•

ACROSS
1 At a distance
5 Choose
8 Tiny part.Ide
12 Nickname for
Seanor
13 Pair
1-4 Run easlly

15 Before
16 Choral
composition

•

18 Marry
19 Pronoun
20 Planet
21 Near
23 Concerning
24 Servants
26 Armadillo
28 Quadruped
29 Sudsy brew
30 Sched. abbr.
32 Doctrines
33 Recede

34 Expired
35 French for
"summer"
36 Golf mound
37 Grants use of
38 Transaction
40 Oceans
41 Thoroughfare:
abbr.
43 Before noon
44 Heavenly body
45 Note of scale

Sir Frederick of Hollywood. The hlightie r<.ni~r.t.
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February 9, 1 989
1 :OO pm
·11:30 am
the Student Center Green

•

111111&1111111
Alpha Tau Omega
Get ready for the KD social Friday Night! I
hope everyone had a GREAT time at Conclave in Hotlantal Congratulations to all the
brothers for our new IFC awards I Also congratulations to all the other IFC award winners!
Pi Kappa Alpha
It's officially underway!! Thanks to everyone
who attended groundbreaking Saturday.
Let's get out and show our support for Pike
intermurals. Buffet party Saturday I!

Sigma Alpha Epsilon
I hope everyone practiced safes- in the hay I
Look out Tri-Delt, E's hug you on Thursday.
Alumni lunch on Friday then the fellows take
ott for pledge retreat. Cancun deposits!

Kappa Delta
Hey KD'sl It's starting to get a little hectic with
those tests. Congrats to everyone at the
Greek Banquet! Keep up the good work. Get
psyched for Shamrock! KO #111

Sigma Phi Epsilon
Congratulations to Jenifer Okaty on a great
job in the Miss UCF Pageant. You're #1 in our
hearts! Congrats to ourselves for our IFC
awards and to all other fraternities for theirs.

111\litllJJllllll

Tae Kwon Do
UCFTae Kwon Do
Want to make new friend s, stay in shape and
learn a martial art? Join the UCF Tae Kwon Do
club.M,TS-10, Th7-9 pm EdBldg.,orcall Wes
67~8002 leave message.

Student Personnel Assoc.
Meeting LA 230 Feb 12, 5pm. John Finnigan
guest speaker from Dow Jones (Fortune 500
Co.) on interviewing. Be smart! Be there!

Roommate Wanted for a nice house on Park
Ave. Winter Park.3bdr.2bth., W/O, yard. Very
enjoyable environment. $250. + 213 utilities.
Call Murat 647-3112 (H) 275-2111 (W).
Roommate Wanted for a House in Alafaya
Woods. Pool, W!D, All Amenities. $250 +
$250 deposit. Call JP work 843-5685 Home
366-0823.
LIVE
IN ONE OF THE MOST OEAUTIFUL APTS
IN ORLANDO!
Enjoy your privacy with your own bdr & bth
overlooking Whisper Lake. Stay in shape w/
Tennis, Racquetball, Basketball & Volleyball
Cts. There's also a weight room and a larger
than Olympic size pool overlooking the lake
$270 a month + 1/2 utilities. Call today for the
end of Feb. beginning of Marchi Ann 6795536.

Need female roommate(s) to share beautiful 2
bdrm-2 bath duplex in Sherwood Forest. $280
+ 1/2 util and bills. Call Cheryl at 282-4487.
NEEOASAPll
Roommate wanted to share 3 bedroom
house. 2 miles from UCF $260/mth plus utilities call Jim 366-1450.
Female non-smoker needed no pet owners.
Bedroom, microwave, dishwasher, across
Alafaya, $150+util+$150 dep. Come see before 10:30 am @ 3no Khayyam Av. #A.
Female non-smoker for 2bdrm apt in haystacks. Rent $205/mo.+lights only. Needed
by Feb 281 Near school, pool, tennis, laundry,
etc ... Sylvia 249-0195 anytime.
Academic/entrepreneur non-smoker male for
new 2-story, 3bdrm house near UCF/Martin,
library, music studio, auto/wood workshop,
balcony, swim, iacuzzl. $200/mo.+$100
dep.+112 util. Call 273-5058.

Oviedo house rezoned commercial. May have
business and live at the same on 426 across
from Dairy Queen in OViedo. All for $500 per
month. 365-3648.
For rent: 1 bdrm efficiency apartment located
1 block off Park Ave. $350tmo.-all util and bills
are paid oy owner. If interested, please call
John at 282-9685 .
UCF Area - 2 bedroom Townhouse, appliances, washer +dryer. $400/mo. plus deposit.
Gold Star Realty of Fl., Inc. Assoc.#8n-3786.

One bdrm, one blh- within walking distance to
UCF- $285/mo. Call 281-6545.
Apts for rent • Sherwood Forest near UCF
Call Daksha Vakharia at 657·1967 Uc. rebroker.

Can you buy Jeeps, Cars, 4x4's Seized in
drug raids for under $100 .00? Call for facts
today. 602-837-3401 . Ext. 127

1983 Plymouth Reliant, 2 dr, silver. AM/FM,
Air Cond. GC, $1595 380-2758.
1980 51 ONissan hatchback. Excellent condi-

~:~!~~~!~7:::~~1 ili!BB'1iiia
quent tax property . Repossessions. Call (1)
805-687-6000 Ext. GH- 4628 for current repo
list.

TASSO model 4 with 64k RAM&dual disk
drives. Manuals lnduded. $350 obo, call Karl
677-1370.

PC Software for sale.
ASM 286 with 80287 libraries $40, PUM 86 or
286 compilers $30, AEOIT programmers editor $20, All software is NEW from INTEL. Call
67~6123 .

Microsoft Word never opened • new ed $100
call Brian 86~0899 leave msg.
For Sale By Owner 2bdrm 1bth House. Between Goldenrod and Union Park on 112 acre,
new roof, inside laundry, extra rooms, easy
access to all parts of town. Great investment.
$444900 or best offer. Call 677-4924 Please
leave message.
Two floppy disc drive EPSOM Equity 256k,
color mon11or, IBM companble. Call Suzan
275-4119 for details.

Apt 1 bdrm, walk to UCF $250. 851-7235.

86 Honda Civic SI. Must Sell . Loaded. Call
275-5725.

Need 4 very dependable Bus. students. Nationally known brokerage house. Excellent
resume potential.
Best Summer Jobs. Beautlful camp on lake in
Central Florida. Skiing, riding, theater, dance,
art, sports and Call 1-800-329-CAMP.

Freight Handlers: $12.351 Hour.
Consolidated Freightways is looking for PartTime, Experienced freight handlers. Three
shifts are avall
National marketing firm seeks ambitious,
mature student to manage on-campus promotions for top national companies this school
year. Flexible hours with earnings potential to
$2,500. Call Usanne or Rebecca P. at 1-800592-2121.

•

Reasonable and fast typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs.

Fast Typing Service
Quick, professional service. Free revisions.
UCF's oldest typing firm. Same day and
weekend service. Visa & Mastercard over
18,300 satisfied. Students and 4 grouches!
671-3007.
•
Resumes and cover letters . Designed, revised , typed - 657-0079.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING
One mile from UCF Campus
All types of student documents. Same day
service available. IBM letter quality word processing.
Fast • Professional •Accurate
WOAOMASTEAS 277-9600
Call Prestige Typing for your papers and
resumes 2n-7237.

•

KCO Inc. WP/DP $1- 2.50/ pg. 678-6735.

Computer Help Available - 645-1658.
Linear Controls 2n-1244
Algebra, Calculus Finite math 2n-1244

ATIENTION - HIRING! Government jobs your area. $17840-$69,485. Call 1-602-8388885 ext 5781 .
Computer student for in-home training on PC
of first nmers. $5/hour. Call 365-8748.
Attention: Excellent income for home assembly work. Info call 504-646-1700 dept. p307.

ifl1Iii:t:..WA1
Nancy.
Congratulations on your interview and con
testants awards. We're all behind you 100"/o.
PRSSA
Dearest Sig-Eps,
Thanks for all your love + support with the
Miss UCF Pageant + throughout the whole
year. Couldn't have done it without you!
Your Lil Sis.,Jenrnfer.

PA-full speakers, 16-cllannel mixer w/case,
amp-eq-delay-w/racks, 2 mikes, call 33~
8657. Whole system or parts.

Hard disk for Macintosh 64-Meg, 15+ Meg
software. Ready to go, cables included 700.
Kurt 366-8717.

Excellent Word Processing - 366-0538.

Honzons Travel Agency call for low AirfareCru1se quotes 281·0836.

Little Minnie Mouth,
Love them dlngleberries ! Today is Tuesday.
Do you know what that means? Annette

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
presents
The Fourth Annual UCF Space Policy
Symposium
NEXT STEP MARS ?

10 February 1989, 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
UCFSTUDENTCENTERAUDITORIUM

Main Campus
February 14 & 15
10:00 am - 7:00 pm
On the health and
Physics Green

Area Campuses
February 13 15
· 12 noon - 9:00 pm
Place: TBA
Photo I.D. Required

AGENDA
Is the exploration of Mars the next best choice for the U.S.
space program; this issue and other related topics will be discussed by:
Dr. Eugene Levy
Dr. Wendell Mendell
Mr. Neil Hosenball

Dr. John Rummel
Mr. John Young
Dr. Burton Edelson

Opening Remarks: Dr. Joan Johnson-Freese, Director UCF
Center for Space Policy and Law;
Dr. Michael Bass, UCF Vice-Pi-esident
for Research
Closing Remarks: Dr. David Webb, Consultant, Astronaut
Memorial Foundation, former member
National Commision on Space.
For further infortnation on the symposium contact Jim Brice at
407-275-2608
NO CHARGE
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INTRAMURAL ACTION
•

The spring intramural season is now in full swing with soccer and basketball. The soccer games are
played Monday through Thursday. See schedule (right) for this week's slated action .

BASEBALL
FROM PAGE 16

•

•

scurity and gives our present
players more attention."
Ahern and Kiser, both of
whom will be juniors in 1989,
may benefit from Zawaski's
sucess-and his endeavors
should benefit the UCF program as well.
The play of Ahern and Kiser
this summer has also heightened the baseball program's
exposure.
In the Cape C~d League,
Ahern pitched forthe Harwich

Mariners and Kiser played for
t.'i1t F tt.;111vuL11 Cvmmodorc~.
Ahem was named the Most
Oustanding Pitcher in the
Cape Cod League's All-Star
game.
Ahem posted a14-ll record
and 145 strikeouts in his first
two seasons at UCF. Despite
suffering an injury to his
throwing hand, the Knights'
ace was 6-3 with a 2.54 earned
run average in 1988 1 highlighted by a five-hit, 2-0 shutout against Florida.
Kiser, with 27 home runs
and 112 runs batted in over
two seasons, is approaching

several of Zawaski's UCF career r .3cords. The power hitter
led the team in hitting (. 365), •GREEK RUN
we will make it happen," Neal
home runs (14) and RBis (57)
The UCF Student Wellness said.
in 1988.
Advocate Team will hold their
With a 1989 schedule that 2nd Annual Greek 5K Run on • RUN FOR LITERACY
includes Miami, Florida , Feb. 25
The Fifth Annual Run For
Michigan and Oklahoma, BerThe race, which begins at 8 Literacy will be held Feb. 18 at
man feels a successful season a.m., is open to all UCF stu- the Stouffer Orlando Resort.
could put the Knights at the <lents and awards will be given The 5K road race begins at 8
next realm-the NCAA play- ~o the best overall individual a.m. and will benefit Literacy
time for male and female. Vo1un teers of America in Cenoffs.
"Ifwe are s~ccessful against Awards will also be given to the tral Florida.
the schedule we have, we will Greek organization with the
Entry fee for the race is $7
get the necessary attention," highest participation and the before Feb. 1 7 and $9 on race
said Bergman. "And a NCAA Greek team with the best time, day. Each participant will replayoff bid will put us on the which will be determined by ceive at-shirt and be eligible
map."
averaging the top 10 finishers for door prizes, including vacations to Stouffer Resorts in
of each team.
Participants may walk, jog Denver, Orlando and St. Thoor run the 3.1 miles to be in mas.
Awards will be given to the
contention for the awards. The
purpose of the race is to pro- Top 3 overall male and female
mote wellness and campus finishers as well as the Top 5
finishers in each age group.
unity.
For more information, conFor more information, contact the Health Resource Cen- tact the Track Shack at 8981313.
ter at 27 5-5841.
•HONOR NEAL

"Many who have worked for The Central FLorida Future have gone on to do
great things."
Then
Tim Ball -- Copy Editor , Future, 1987
Julie Norris Anderson
-- Editor in chief, Future, 1984
Miicheal Griffin
-- Editor in chief ,Future, 1 983
Don Wittekind **
-- Editor in chief.Future, 1987
Kathy Johnson Fairbanks
-- Managing Editor,Future, 1987
Chris Richcreek
--Managing Editor,Future, 1986
Creig Ewing
-- Columnist, Future, 1983
Richard Truett
-- Confetti Editor, Future, 1984
Lee Lerner
-- Sports Editor, Future, 1984
Jeff Glick
-- Deputy Managing Editor,
Future, 1 986

Now
Staff Writer, Orlando Business Journal

Previous Special Sections Editor, OBJ
Reporter, Orlando Sentinel
Freelance writer, OBJ
Reporter, Florida Today
Writer, Tribunal Media SerVices
Sports writer/columnist, Orlando Sentinel
Editor UCF Alumnews
Writer, Florida Today
Previous Graphics reporter, Miami Herald,
Current Graphics Editor, U.S. News and
World Report

( •• Still a student)
.Join the tradition of excellence. Please call 275-2865

''

Curly Neal, the spokesman
for the National Basketball
Association's Orlando Magic,
has been named the chairperson of the Merrill Lynch Classic basketball tournament to
be held March 3-4 at UCF.
"The Orlando Magic is
pleased to support the UCF
basketball program and the
Merrill Lynch Classic," said
Neal, a former Harlem Globetrotter. "I am especially honored to serve as this year's
chairperson of the Classic."
"It's an easy job for me because I am always eager to be
part of the game of basketball
and do whatever I can to make
it enjoyable for everyone involved."
This year's Merrill Lynch
Classic features Mount St.
Mary's College, Nicholls St~te
University, Warner Southern
College and UCF. Nicholls
State and Mount St. Mary's
will open play at 6 p.m. on
March 3. UCF and Warner
Southern will play at 8 p.m.
Second-round games ~ill be
played at 6 p.m. and 8 p.m. the
following night.
"The Orlando Magic organization wants to create basketball fever in Central Florida
and with the help of UCF's
outstanding basketball program, including fine events
like the Merrill Lynch Classic,

• 1OK CLASSIC

The Seventh Annual Red
Lobster lOK Classic will be
held March 11 in Orlando with
over $64,500 in prize money to
be awarded.
Cash awards of $7,500 for
the top male and female finishers will be given in addition
to over $50,000 in bonus
money.
"We expect several thousand runners, including college students from throughout
the United States," director
Jon Hughes said. "We'll have a
good field of world-class athletes from a dozen-plus countries."
The registration fee is $10
before March 9 and race-day
registration is $15. Proceeds
willbenefit the Central Florida Chapter of the Spina Bifida Association.
All runners will receive a tshirt, a limited edition commemorative pin, a sports
towel, Red Lobster restaurant
coupons and an admission
ticket to the post-race party at
· Church Street Station. For
more information, contact
Hughes at 1-800-252-RLlO.
Compiled by Chris Brady
Send Sports Briefs to:
Chris Brady
c/o The Future
PO Box25000
Orlando, Fl 32816

Knights fall to
cross-town rival .
Tars in new arena
by Glenn Carrasquillo
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF Knights' basketball team experienced a
disappointing 88-73 loss at the hands of cross-town
rival Rollins Saturday afternoon in the Orlando
Arena.
The UCF-Rollins classic was the second game of a
doubleheader to open the new arena. Stanford defeated Florida 84-69 in the opening game before
14,684 spectators, the larg-est crowd to attend a
college basketball game in the state. An estimated
6,800 local fans stayed to watch for the UCF-Rollins

"It seemed when we scored, they
scored. When wa stopped them from
scoring, we couldn't score."
-

Coach Phil Carter
Men's Basketball

game.
"We didn't play well tonight," UCF coach Phil
Carter said. "They (Rollins), on the other hand;
played very well."
The Rollins Tars used the large crowd and new
arena as an added incentive in the game.
"Our kids played the best game of the season," said
Rollins coach Tom Klusman. "We don't get a chance
to play in front of big crowds and in big arenas. Our
kids were pumped up for this one."
The Tars, a member ofNCAA Division II, also used
the rivalry between UCF and Rollins to help them get
up for the game.
"It felt great to win this game because we've been
hearing about the rivalry on campus all year," said
· Rollins forward Sam Arterburn. Arterburn led all
scorers in the game with 28 points and seven rebounds.
"People close to our basketball program ask if we'll
beat UCF this year and it's our eighth or ninth game
of the year. So it does mean a lot to our fans," said
Klusman.
The Knights scored first in the contest and led by
as many as eight points in the first half. UCF guard
Edsel Bester, who led the Knights in scoring with 16

Pat Crocklin (20) battles a Rollins player for a loose basketball in the Knights loss to the Tars Saturday in the
Orlando Arena. Edsel Bester, who led UCF with 16 pants, watches (behind Rollins player) the action.

points, hit two of four three-point shots in the first
half to keep the game close. But the Tars' Arterburn
and Cameron Forbes, who finished with 15 points
and 5 rebounds, were too much for the Knights.
"Cameron played his best game of the year," said
Klusman.
"We did what the coach has been trying to get us to
do all season. Today it all came together," said
Forbes.
The Tars took over the lead with two minutes to
play in the first half and went into halftime leading
47-41.

In the second half the Tar took charge as they
converted on several of UCF's missed opportunities.
The Knights had a few chances to get back in the
game but could not put together two good plays on
opposite ends of the court.
"It seemed when we scored, they scored," Carter
said. "When we stopped them from scoring, we
couldn't score."
The Tars, who led the entire second half, held their
largest lead at 19 points. The Knights fought back but
wound up putting the Tars on the free throw line,

/

which may have been the difference in the game. The
Tars, who lead Division II in free throw shooting
percentage, hit 13 points from the foul line in the
second half. The Tars shot 27 for 36 from the charity
stripe in the game.
Freshman Ken Leeks returned to the lineup after
an ankle sprain and chipped in 12 points.
"I felt confident about the ankle," Leeks said. wrhe
shots just didn't fall for us today."
The Knights shot 38.6 percent from the floor
against 61.7 percent for the Tars. The Tars also •
outrebounded the seemingly bigger and stronger
Knights, 34-30.
"We wanted to hustle and take the ball strong
inside," said Klusman. "We did both of those things
and that's why we won."
Forward Pat Crock.Jin put in another solid effort as
he chipped in 13 points for the Knights.
The Knights still lead the series with a 20-12
record.
UCF returns to action tonight against Florida
International in the UCF Gymnasium. Tip-off is set
for 7:30 p.m.

Baseball earning respect
Summer exploits help UCF program

gai~

recognition

recognition of the program.
"A young, growing program needs visibility
but that takes time, especially at the Division I
Nestled in the midst of three collegiate base- level," said Bergman. "But over the last four
ball powers, the University of Central Florida's years we have had a series of events that has
baseball program is just looking for some re- elevated our program and this summer put us at
our highest level yet."
spect.
Since upgrading the program to Division I
The Knights' emergence last summer via
status
1985, the Knights have compiled a former Knight Vince Zawaski's professional
171-94-1 record and have not had a losing debut in the Appalachian League and current
season. The Knights set a state record with 28 players Brian Ahern and Bobby Kiser exposure
consecutive wins in 1986, finishing the year in the Cape Cod league has brought the prowith a 46-13 mark.
gram out of the shaqows of obscurity.
However, UCF has never made postseason
Zawaski, who holds 10 career records at
competition at the Division I level, although it UCF, was overlooked in the amateur draft last
has won 40 or more games in three of the past June.
However, Zawaski was given an opportunity
four seasons.
A primary reason may be the number of to play for the New York Mets rookie team in
quality teams in the state including Florida, Kingsport, Tenn. The first baseman did not
Florida State and Miami. NI three teams were waste his chance.
invited to the NCAA postseason tournament
In 70 games, Zawaski led the league with 16
last season, with Florida and Miami reaching home runs and 67 runs batted in, which are both
Mets Rookie League records.
the College World Series.
But the 1989 season could change that.
In leading his team to their first Rookie
"This should be the year UCF jumps into the League World Series title ever, Zawaski garlimelight of college baseball," said head coach nered Most Valuable Player honors for the team
Jay Bergman. "Florida's 'big three' may have to and the league.
"Vince was an undrafted player who got
make room for a fourth."
The Knights, coming off a 40-20 record in overlooked because ofour lack of visibility," said
1988,have steadily ascended toward national Bergman. "He has helped us come out of our obprominence. The accomplishments of three
SEE BASEBALL PAGE 15
UCF players last summer has helped raise the
by Chris Brady

SPORTS EDITOR
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Tim Holcomb/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

AKERS HONORED
UCF womens' soccer player Michelle Akers (right) was honored
at halftime of the. UCF-Rollins basketball game Saturday at the
Orlando Arena. The Kodak/Intercollegiate Soccer Association
recognized Akers for being the top college player in the country.
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